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ABSTRACT 

 

 

ROFI PUSPITASARI.  Register Number. 59430646. 2013. “Factors 

Contributing Misunderstanding in Interpreting 

Speaker‟s Speech in English Movie at the Students 

of English Education Department at 6
th
 Semester 

(Qualitative Research).” This thesis is submitted to 

the English Department of Tarbiyah Faculty. 

 

 

 

Communication is a complex human activity that is booming most of the 

time. However, it does not mean that understanding is granted, in the other words 

misunderstanding can occur there. Therefore, the researcher wants to know the 

existance of misunderstanding and the factors that contribute misunderstanding in 

interpreting speaker‟s speech in English movie. So, the researcher do the research 

about factors that contribute misunderstanding in interpreting speaker‟s speech in 

English movie. 

The theory that used by the researcher is theory from Bazzanela and 

Damiano (1999:5) about factors that contributing misunderstanding, they are: (1) 

Structural Triggers; (2) Triggers related to the speaker; (3) Triggers related to the 

interlocutor; and (4) Triggers related to the interaction between the participants. 

This research is one kind of qualitative research. The population of this 

research is about 200 students of English Education Department at 6th semester. 

The researcher chooses homogenous sampling to choose the participants, so, the 

participants are just 10 participants. The instruments that used by the researcher 

are observation and interview. And the  techniques of analysing data uses content 

analysis.  

Misunderstanding can occur because the participants get some difficulties to 

interpret the speaker‟s speech. The factors that contributing misunderstanding in 

interpreting speaker‟s speech in English movie are structural triggers or no 

common language, triggers related to the speaker, triggers related to the 

interlocutor and triggers related to the interaction between the participants. 

Moreover, the result of this research can make the readers aware and avoid 

misunderstanding in interpreting speaker‟s speech in English movie. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

A. Background of the Problem 

Communication is a complex human activity that is booming most of 

the time. This, however, does not mean that understanding is granted or that 

it is always the crate. This opinion supported by Brown in Bou-Franch‟s 

paper (2002:2) that communication is general case that known well by 

human. She said also misunderstanding is a regular non-extraordinary 

feature of human interaction, whether communicative interaction is cross-

cultural or not. 

Everyone in this world surely ever experience misunderstanding in 

many conditions. Misunderstandings happen when a receiver actually 

connects incoming information with accumulated information but where the 

resulting meaningful connection must be viewed as inadequate or incorrect 

(Alwood and Abelar, 1984:1). The statement also shows that 

Misunderstanding has character that the information which fails to convey 

to the listener or the listener results the information conveyed incorrectly. 

Misunderstanding is a communication phenomenon that we often 

experience in our life. As we put our thoughts and ideas out into verbal 

messages, there would be always a possibility to be understood differently 

by others from what we actually proposed to convey something. The reason 

could differ from a speaker‟s error of expressing his/her thoughts to a 

listener‟s error of interpreting the message and to the environment that 

deform the meaning. Most of the time, we may not even realize that we 

misunderstand each other. We realize misunderstanding, but we may not 

care for or take time to correcting it when it is not a big concern and does 

not affect further interactions. There could be misunderstanding that we can 

easily fix just by adding more explanations or clarifications. Some 

misunderstandings may take days, months, or years to get unpicked. Other 
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misunderstandings may decline personal relationships. Others activated 

from individual remarks may develop to international problems. Others may 

take someone‟s life away (Bou-Franch, 2002:2). 

Even though misunderstanding is common and predictable in our 

daily life, it has been especially emphasized in intercultural communication. 

It can be said that the studies of intercultural communication had been 

originated from and have developed on misunderstanding. 

Misunderstanding has been considered almost a result of 

internationalization or interactions among people of different countries. To 

prevent, many believed that it is crucial to encourage cultural understanding. 

Enormous contributions made by intercultural communication scholars 

should be acknowledged for their successful findings of possible causes of 

misunderstanding that stemmed from cultural differences. However, the 

emphasis on misunderstanding has led a belief that cultural difference was a 

single great cause of bringing out misunderstanding (Bou-Franch, 2002:3). 

Also it brought a notion that people with different cultural backgrounds tend 

to misunderstand each other more often than ones with the same cultural 

background. What is unfortunate is; that when misunderstanding occurs in 

intercultural situations, people begin to search cultural differences for a 

cause without considering other factors. While, according to Seleskovitch in 

Brislin‟s book (1976:96-103) showed that the other factors that contribute 

misunderstanding is background knowledge.  

Misunderstanding also often made as research. Like Clark (2000) who 

did a research about interpreting with the title Interpreters and Speech 

Pathologists: Some Ethnographic Data. Her interviews carried out with 

speech pathologists and interpreters clarify and extend the range of 

difficulties which had previously been identified as affecting the working 

relationships of speech pathologists and interpreters. Limitations in the 

training of both professional groups are compounded by a lack of familiarity 

and confidence with diverse languages and cultures on the part of most 

speech pathologists. The ability to establish rapport with both patient and 
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interpreter has a significant effect on all participants in an assessment. The 

current lack of assessment and treatment resources in languages other than 

English is also an issue. Detailed analysis of interview data showed that the 

respective roles of speech pathologists and interpreters are not always 

clearly understood.  

Moreover, it seems that mismatched expectations can result in 

confusion and frustration which can have a negative impact on the 

management of NESB patients. Training of both professions (interpreting 

and speech pathology) is one means of improving the outcomes of 

interpreted speech pathology assessments. All interviewees felt that current 

professional development programs appear to adequately address basic 

principles of collaboration, though was broad concern that future education 

programs address the complexity of roles and expectations more directly. 

Furthermore, such programs should use recorded, real life examples rather 

than role plays as the former allow for more opportunities for discussion and 

reflection. Of paramount importance is the explicit negotiation of what the 

interpreter‟s role should be in the „analysis‟ of a patient‟s language skills, 

including discussion of the difference between describing the patients 

communicative behavior and evaluating those behaviors in relation to the 

norms of the relevant language community. From this research, we know 

that misunderstanding can be occurred everywhere and toward whomever. 

But this research did not tell detail what the factors that contribute 

misunderstanding. 

Then, Guerraoui and Schiper (2007) did a research about 

misunderstanding too. Their paper was titled Consensus: The Big 

Misunderstanding. They did the research to clarify some misunderstandings 

about the consensus problem. These misunderstandings prevent consensus 

from being considered as it should be, i.e., a fundamental paradigm in the 

context of fault-tolerant distributed systems, not only from a theoretical 

point of view, but also from a practical point of view. Six frequent 

misunderstandings are discussed. While discussing frequent 
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misunderstandings about solving consensus and consensus related problems, 

the paper has advocated an approach in which agreement problems (e.g., 

consensus) are solved in the most general model (asynchronous with failure 

detectors). Such a general approach does not lead to loss of efficiency and 

should be adequate even in the context of time critical applications. 

Timeliness guarantees include lifeness guarantees: therefore proving 

lifeness should be the first step before considering timeliness properties. 

Here, they just focus on consensus. They did not explained more about 

misunderstanding itself and its factor in their paper. 

Next, Dreyfus (2007) also did a research about misunderstanding with 

the title A Systemic Functional Approach to Misunderstanding. She did this 

research toward a boy (her son) named Bodhi, who has severe intellectual 

disability and severe communication impairment. She used Systemic 

Functional theory to classify misunderstanding of Bodhi‟s communication. 

Her paper showed that Systemic Functional theory can be used to explore 

and classify the misunderstanding that occurred between the child and his 

communication partners. From her paper, the researcher can know that 

misunderstanding can be explained by Systemic Functional theory, but 

Dreyfus just explore about classifying the misunderstanding of child 

communication. In the other hand, the researcher wants to know factors to 

contribute misunderstanding in interpreting speaker‟s speech in English 

movie. 

People can misjudge or misread our actions, whether be intentional or 

not. That is where misunderstanding occurs and it can happen anytime 

anywhere. In this age where terror, violence and corruption thrive, it‟s 

because of differences of values and beliefs or ideals and principles amongst 

brothers, families and friends, among leaders, tribes and nations (Alwood & 

Abelar, 1984:4). 

Misunderstanding when left unresolved guides to disagreement and 

later creates arrival. Have you been misunderstood? Here are some of few 

examples where misunderstanding occurs. When you offer some help of any 
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kind to someone in need then later only to realize that they are not grateful 

and tell others that you are just brassy or curious. Or when you suggest or 

say something about your ideas others will say that you are just bragging on 

something else or always complaining. One more instance, when you visit 

your venomous in-laws and they kind of unresponsive because they think 

that you are a risk to their family member's attention and they later tell or 

invent stories against you or because it‟s their nature to demolish 

relationships for their own advantage. It maybe the other way around, you 

could have misunderstood them because they treated you coldly and 

unfairly in all their dealings and you cannot tolerate and try to avoid them. 

We should also examine our self if we are doing something without 

realizing its outcome or it's just that others are full of negativity, 

insecurities, and pull its others down.  

Misunderstanding not only occurs in direct communication but also in 

indirect communication, for intense, by watching a movie. Almost all of 

people in this world like movie include Indonesia. In Indonesia, not only 

adult but also children like movie and English included in their favorite 

movie. But, sometimes when we watch an English movie, we will realize 

misunderstanding. It can happen not only for general people who do not 

know well about English language, but also the students in English 

education department. Besides that, we almost forget how we can realize 

misunderstanding, what the factors are, and why we can realize it. In theory 

and analysis of conversation also, misunderstanding is one of familiar study 

of it. This statement comes from Dreyfus (2007) based on some research 

before her. 

From the background above, so, the writer interested to do research 

about interpreting under the title “Factors Contributing 

Misunderstanding in Interpreting Speaker’s Speech in English Movie: 

A Qualitative Research towards Students of English Education 

Department at 6
th

Semester”. Here, the researcher chooses English movie 

because the object of this research is students of English Education 
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Department. And the researcher decides students at 6
th

 semester because in 

order to promote the research which will do by the researcher. The students 

at 6
th

 semester sure of the researcher that they have more vocabularies; they 

are not in adapting situation again, like the students at first semester, while 

the students at 8
th

, they will be focused to construct a thesis skripsi, so it will 

pursue the researcher do the research. 

This thesis also supported by the researcher observation before doing 

the research (June 2th, 2013 until june 5th, 2013). The researcher observed 

the students of English Education Department. The researhcer found that the 

most of the students of English Education Department like Englvsh movie, 

for example Twilight, Harry potter, and so on. Then, the researcher knew 

that they sometimes did not understand what the speaker say if the movie 

does not have subtitle. This fact found when the researcher watched English 

movie with some students of English Education Department. 

 

 

B. The Identification of the Problem 

1. The Field of the Research 

The field of the research is Interpreting. 

2. The Kinds of the Problem 

Misunderstanding is general term in human life. It can be 

occurred whenever, wherever and whoever. Many cases that can cause 

people become misunderstanding. For example, when someone 

(Indonesian people) who does not know English language talks with 

native English people, it can make the communication will not well 

done or clearly understand. Misunderstanding will be happened 

between them. 

That case also can be happened in the process of teaching and 

learning program. Sometimes misunderstanding can be occurred 

between students and their lecturer. For example, when the teacher 

conveys something using another language that do not known by 
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students, the students will just guess what the teacher‟s says. This even 

can appear misunderstanding if the teacher does not straighten what 

s/he wants to convey. 

This event also maybe occurs when we watch an English movie. 

Sometimes we will misunderstand with the speaker‟s speech. The 

researcher estimates some factors that caused it. The factors are subtitle 

of the movie, different language and culture also different mother 

tongue. 

From the statements above, can be known that the research 

questions which appears from those explanations are: 

1) How can misunderstanding occur in interpreting speaker‟s speech 

in English movie? 

2) What are factors that contribute misunderstanding in interpreting 

speaker‟s speech in English movie toward students of English 

education department at 6
th

 semester? 

 

3. The Main Problem 

The research focuses on the observation and analysis of factors that 

contribute misunderstanding in interpreting English movie. The sources 

of the data of the research are the result of questionnaire and interview. 

The researcher will deliver the questionnaire and do interview toward 

the students of English Education Department at 6
th

semester. 

 

 

C. The Limitation of the Research 

This research is focused on the factors that are contributing 

misunderstanding in interpreting English movie without subtitle. The 

researcher will do the research toward students at 6
th 

semester in English 

education department. They are for about 200 students, so the researcher 

decides to use some sample of students at 6
th 

semester in English education 

department. Then, students at 6
th 

semester here as object of this research to 
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fulfill the questionnaire that will be given by the researcher. The researcher 

chooses the students at 6
th 

semester because in order to promote the research 

which will do by the researcher. The students at 6
th 

semester are been sure 

by the researcher that they have more vocabularies; they are not in adapting 

situation again, like the students at first semester, while the students at 8
th

, 

they will be focused to construct a thesis skripsi, so it will pursue the 

researcher do the research. 

 

 

D. The Questions of the Research 

Most research texts suggest that the proper way to do research 

involves first generating one or more research question and then choosing 

the design, the method, and the instruments that allow the researcher to find 

answers to these questions. From that statement, the research questions 

which appear in this research are: 

1. How can misunderstanding occur in interpreting speaker‟s speech in 

English Movie? 

2. What factors that contribute misunderstanding in interpreting Speaker‟s 

speech in English movie toward students of English education 

department at 6
th

 semester? 

 

 

E. The Aims of the Research 

The aim of this research is the purpose of the study that will relate to the 

questions of the research. Form the research questions above. So, the aim of this 

research is to know: 

1. The existence of misunderstanding in interpreting speaker‟s speech in 

English movie. 

2. The factors that contribute misunderstanding in interpreting Speaker‟s 

speech in English movie without subtitle by students of English 

education department at 6
th

 semester 
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F. The Uses of the Research 

There are two advantages of this research, theoretically and 

practically. The advantage of this research theoretically is this research can 

add the reference in study of interpreting. And the advantage of this research 

practically is this research can help the students at 6
th

semester to know what 

their factors that contribute misunderstanding in interpreting English movie 

without subtitle. While for ELT, this research can help the teachers of ELT 

to convey their lesson and their thoughts and ideas clearly understood by the 

students and others. 
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